
Interview about the education of refugees on Lesbos 

The education of refugees on Lesbos 

-Good morning.  

-Good morning.  

-What is your name? 

-My name is Dionisis Pavlou and right now Ι am dealing with in the education of refugees as 

the Educational Coordinator in Mytilene. 

-And you? 

-My name is Ioulia Sarantou, I am an English teacher in the evening Junior High School of 

Mytilene and we are one of the schools with the largest number of refugee students on 

Lesbos. 

-Can you tell us a few words in general about the education of refugees in Greece? 

- Yes, the education of refugee children, since the refugee influx did not exist to such an 

extent in the previous years, started being organized in 2015, and in the school year 2016-

2017 there were efforts to be better organized. We can divide it into two big categories, we 

have the form of education provided by the Ministry of Education which tries to incorporate 

the students, the children of the refugees, into the school system, this form of education 

could be referred to as “typical” or “formal” education, whereas there is also the form of 

education that is provided by organizations that mostly concerns activities and how the kids 

can manage their spare time and we could refer to this form as “non typical” or “informal” 

education. So we have two categories, the “formal education” that strives to incorporate 

students into Greek schools, public schools, and the “informal education” that mainly strives 

on providing students with skills and to keep them busy in their spare time.  

Subjects that refugees are taught 

When the idea was first introduced, that of the incorporation of the children in schools, the 

Ministry of Education did two things. The first was to create some special classes that would 

allow the students to learn the Greek language in a fast way and it was decided that these 

classes should be in schools and not in the camps where they are hosted, so that they could 

leave that space full of tents and “containers” that they live in, where the conditions aren’t 

good, but also socialize in some parts of the city, this happens all over Greece. These classes 

were named Refugee Support and Education Structures and they operate in the afternoon 

from 14:00 until 18:00 and there they teach Greek mainly and some English, computers, 

maths and a bit about the culture and history of the country that they are coming to, Greece 

in this case. That was a very new structure for the Greek education, it didn’t exist before, it 

was something that was set up in 2016 and it still going on. On Lesbos and on the rest of the 

Aegean islands it is the first year, because of the fact that the people didn’t stay for long 



since the camps accepted people who were going to leave, the population of the people 

wasn’t stable and it was much more than the schools could handle, that’s why those 

structures started working this year. But in the rest of Greece they have started working 

since the first school year when the refugee influx started, that is the school year of 2015 – 

2016, and at most places of Greece where new hosting camps for refugees were built, they 

started since 2016 -2017. The teachers who are teaching in those structures are hired just 

like the rest of the other teachers and they are supervised by the coordinators of the 

refugee education, which is a new institution of the Ministry of Education and whose job is 

to oversee the students, how the children from the hosting camps where they stay go to 

schools in the afternoon, their transfer, their supervision, the communication with their 

parents who are at the camps or for the unaccompanied children the communication with 

the people who are responsible for them and how those children go to school in the 

afternoon and they are trained for a year. On the second stage what happened was to 

activate some structures which were already at schools for immigrants, for people who 

came to Greek schools and didn’t know the Greek language. For instance, if someone came 

from England or the Netherlands or Germany and brought their child in a Greek school, 

primary or middle school, it would be very difficult for the child to adapt from the first 

school year. 

Hosting classes 

So the hosting classes existed but they weren’t that many and the students were not that 

many. The law of the reception classes was activated and new reception classes started to 

be built in many schools in the cities, so that the refugee children after the afternoon lessons 

could go to the hosting classes in schools. After spending a year, half on reception classes 

and the other half in schools, we think that they are ready to join the normal school 

schedule. 

The education of refugees in the evening high school in 

Mytilene 

So what is the form of education of the refugees in the evening school of Mytilene? 
At the evening junior high school of Mytilene with senior classes, for the first time last year 
we had hosting classes. We had two classes. In total we had the most registrations in 
Greece, as my colleague said, we had 61 registrations. Of course this is not accurate because 
many children were coming and leaving, because of the constant movement of the refugees. 
In our school it started in 2016 and not last year, when we first took underage 
unaccompanied refugees, it was something like an experiment, we included them in our 
classrooms, we still didn't have hosting classes, in the first year of high school along with the 
Greeks and they just had some extra hours of Greek, thanks to the school teachers of Greek. 
For us the experiment succeeded, because we had the first High School certificate, not just a 
confirmation, it was a child from Afghanistan who attended the first and second high school 
classes last year into the hosting classes, this was an exception to the rule because he had 
such a rapid progress, that he became the best student of the class. The only negative thing 
for us is that it is a small school and we cannot receive all the students we want. This year 
there is only one hosting class. Our hosting classes need to have at least seven and less that 



seventeen students. So we cannot have more than seventeen students in a hosting class. 
What we do at school when they move and leave is that we replace them with people who 
have entered the waiting list and they come to the first year of high school. 

 
Informal education 
What other activities do you do besides the lessons? 
For me the A and Z in the integration of refugees are the extracurricular activities, the 
educational projects we do and some documentary films we make. We have managed to 
bring together Greek pupils and refugees. An example is that we made a documentary in the 
context of the Aegean docks, which was called "The mother of memories". It was a girl's 
story from the Ivory Coast, about how she got here, how she was integrated in the school. 
The girls that made the montage and the direction were Greek, they were students in the 
fourth grade of high school and they did not know the refugee girl. This year during the holy 
water rite at the beginning of the school year, this refugee girl was in the Greek group, in 
their company, many times they have gone out together. This is absolute integration, for 
me. From then since they were interested in the activities that we do, we realize that every 
year, more and new children come. Greek and refugee students approach each other. The 
climax was yesterday when we had the national celebration of the 28th of October, they 
were all together, they sang together, they read poems together, they made a human 
sculpture against fascism together. It was very touching. Therefore, with cultural or informal 
activities they do no face the obstacle of language, because the kids that come for the first 
time in school, in the first grade, in the integration class that we have this year, the 80% of 
students speak very little Greek or not at all. Through these activities they learned songs in 
Greek. We translated songs in English for them, therefore the Greek students started to sing 
the English translation. So they all become a company. From then they can more easily enter 
the educational procedure, which is the task. 
 

Why not schools inside the camps? 
Why don‘t the refugee children go to schools in the hosting centers and are sent to other 
schools? 
Yes, this is a very important question and we will hear it often in the social media or in the 
discussions of local people. I think that the main objective that we should have in our minds, 
regarding the refugee education and the refugees in general, is the objective of integration, 
of social integration. The logic of formal education and non-formal education is built on this 
objective. We know that many of these people do not want to live on the islands, that they 
are the first reception area, or Greece. Their belief, their need and their desire to leave is 
expressed for a lot of reasons, because of the financial crisis that Greece has and of the 
unemployment, because they have relatives abroad and because they have dreamed their 
lives differently, so we cannot stop them in Greece. However, if we do not work on an 
integration basis, we will create a group of people who will be in an enclosed space, called 
“ghetto”, as in the earlier social situations of America or Africa, “ghetto” is an enclosed 
space where different people live separately and there many social issues are created. This 
means that a school in the hosting center for refugees would be a reproduction of the same 
hosting center with fences, with strict rules and it would burden the children with all the 
status quo that is very difficult for a child and for an adult of course. The previous experience 
that Greek education had from that kind of management was with Roma - with gypsies - that 
is to say, schools were built by a large percentage next to gypsy camps and they were more 
staffed by gypsy children. This happened in the 90s. We, the pedagogues who are directing 
the programme with refugees, at the moment believe that this system failed. This is because 



gypsy children did not manage to be socially integrated in the local communities and 
essentially a second gear speed education had been created. 

 

Integration in the local community 

It is very important for the refugee children to go to Greek schools. Also another thing that I 

want to say, the children themselves told us that their psychology changed and generally 

they felt integrated, in what meaning, that they knew that “I will go to school from that time 

until that time, I will follow the lessons, I have to study for the next day” and by being with 

Greek students essentially they entered the reality of the school system. For us this was a big 

experiment and I think it worked.  

And can these students study? 

Sure, when many of them learnt Greek they had already been to school. For example, we 

have one student that she is around 17 years old and she says that “I am bored, I have 

already done this”, but she remains a student because of the language. We had an example 

of that girl in the documentary last year, whose father was a teacher in her country. The girl 

knew Baudelaire. She was reading Baudelaire. That was also the trigger why we made the 

documentary last year. How many children in Greece know Baudelaire? He is one of the 

most important French poets of the 19th century. When the children come and become part 

of the school system, I believe they can develop their abilities and experience a more real 

educational environment. Many of these children, we have some children for example who 

stay in Mytilene and have been going to junior high school for three years, are completely 

integrated in the class. There is also no integration class in the third class of junior high 

school. They are students of the school, there are no refugees, no Greeks, they are all 

together as part of the class. Refugees even sometimes help Greek students in maths and 

yesterday I had a Greek student who was very good in language and she helped a refugee 

student. That way everything works better. 

Reactions of the local community 

-Can you tell us how the local community reacted to this project? 

-On the island of Lesvos we did not have any particular reactions that we can describe. We 

had a smooth transition of refugee children in the afternoon classes and two years ago in 

the integration classes. On other nearby islands we had some reactions from parents which 

were caused by exaggeration or ignorance. The first argument was that perhaps it was 

dangerous for their children’s health. Parents were worried that refugee children would 

bring new diseases and would cause a problem to their children’s studies. This problem has 

been solved by a special unit of the Ministry of Health, KEELPNO or Centre for Control and 

Prevention of Illnesses. Their main concern is public health, for example epidemics, not the 

health of each individual but the health of the entire population. They started a strict 

vaccination programme. The first document which refugee children have to present when 

enrolling in a school is the one for vaccination.  And from the researches that have been 

done by  KEELPNO these three years it is revealed that the diseases that this population has, 



it has the same analogy with the diseases we have as a population, with only a few 

encumbrances that have to do with the difficult conditions they live in the hosting centres, 

which are some of the consequences we would have had if we were living in more 

unfavourable conditions. So there are no different illnesses that they carry from their places, 

and there is no proportion of more illnesses, so by means of updates from KEELPNO doctors 

help people overcome these phobias. But some people have other views, that support 

different things about how the refugee management should be, but since the Greek state 

has decided about this educational style that I described before, I think it will continue 

without other obstacles. 

Reactions of the school community and local society 

As far as the local society is concerned, I will start with the school community first. 

Generally, we did not face problems in the school, and students and teachers accepted 

refugee children warmly, and if some opposed, they did not express it. Generally, in the 

beginning the children were very insecure, they kept asking, "Do you want us, do you want 

us, maybe you do not want us?" We never said anything bad to them, of course, and we said 

“we want you to feel welcome”. Now as for the local community, I imagine it happens in all 

cases, it was only a little awkward that many of our refugee students participated in the 

school parade. In the first year there were one or two children, so nothing happened. Last 

year, when there more that participated, there was some hoot from the crowd, which hurt 

them. But we cannot expect from everyone to accept them, that is normal in a society 

whatever that society is. In general, however, because we ask them personally if they have 

experienced various episodes of racism, they say they are happy. 

Lesson in classes with children speaking different 

languages 

How does the lesson take place in these classes since too many languages are spoken at the 

same time and since most children are also from different countries? 

The first year that the children came, we faced a problem because many of them did not 

speak Greek at all, I think the languages teachers saved the situation a little, and I say from 

my own example that the lesson was bilingual, trilingual, that is English, Greek in the 

beginning, then some children who knew better Greek and were from the same country, like 

Afghans who speak Dari, a version of Farsi, explained to the others. Many times, although it 

is forbidden, we used the mobiles and automatic translators for something that should 

definitely be explained. Generally we made it, good mood is necessary. Now things are a bit 

better because there are host classes. Children learn Greek 15 hours per week, 3 hours a 

day. The only negative thing is that the reception classes should start earlier, I mean we are 

at the end of October and we have not started yet. They must start in September. 

Nevertheless there is help from Greek language teachers. The biggest problem is always in 

the first class, the children come without the adequate knowledge of the Greek language. 

Nevertheless we manage, we had at some point history lessons, we did it bilingually, we 

could not do it otherwise. Slowly, however, they benefit from this bilingual lesson, because 



they read the Greek text and they read the English, so they learn from it, they can learn even 

historical terms even though they do not speak Greek. The whole scenery in their school 

helps them  to learn the Greek language, not with a terrific skill, but enough to be able to 

understand some things. 

I also want to say something about it. It is true that in the beginning we faced it as a new 

challenge and there were no educators who were trained for it, nor are there so many 

translators of these languages in Greece to help in the classroom. Translators are few and 

are used in legal or health issues, so the Ministry of Health or the Ministry of Justice use 

them for the asylum too. There are not so many translators left for education, so for 

example a child who knows a little more English and can translate into his own language 

helps the other children. 

The psychology of children 

What is the psychological state of the children and can the school change it if it is bad? 

I will tell you my experience when I was a refugee education coordinator in Moria camp.  

Since there was not any structure in schools and children didn’t leave to go to school, we 

preferred, along with organizations in Moria, to organize a training programme in the place 

where they stayed. There we had the unaccompanied children who were underage, who did 

not have their parents with them and they had come only a few days before. Th Generally,at 

was essentially their first social contact in Europe, their first social contact after they had left 

the dangerous situations they were living in. I'll tell you this so that you understand the 

change that this small educational program made. The idea to start this work with the centre 

administrator occurred when the children in November 2016 were in a rebellion. That is they 

had got these little stones that the space where they live has and threw them in the 

containers and made noise and had some demands and wanted to create tension, so that 

they demand that the procedures for the asylum proceed and to leave Lesvos and Greece, 

but also for some other issues related to their stay or in connection with their food etc. A 

few days before, there had been a very big conflict in which we had some disasters in the 

area, some fires etc. So we thought with the administrator of the camp that an educational 

programme would help the children develop socially and through this process we could hear 

their voices and better manage their condition. During the seven months of this training 

programme there were not tensions like that. Also we managed to handle some offending 

behaviours the police had informed us about through this educational programme.  

Refugee stories 

We have a child, I am not going to reveal his name, he is an adult now, I am not going to 

mention his country because I do not want to reveal more, that child worked in a factory 

with plastics in his country and a machine cut his hand, he has no fingers. He felt so happy 

during the celebration of one of our National Holidays that he said to us “Greeks I thank you, 

I had such a nice time, I am so happy here”. It has been seven years since he had the 

accident, he had never written since he was right-handed, so his life changed for the worse, 



he wrote in our school for the first time with his left hand, and he wrote in Greek, what 

could be more touching than this? 

I would also like to tell the story of the kite, which I like much, if you want I have optical 

material which you can show, instead of showing me you can show some photographs. It 

was an idea we had an educational project in Moria with the unaccompanied children to 

make a kite, not only on Lesbos but in all hosting centers on all the islands, and to fly the 

kites in the sky and to have a thought that in the Aegean sky there are kites from all the 

hosting centers with a message written on the kites. A friend helped us, who came to the 

camp and made the kite with the children, and then we wrote the message and we thought 

what we could write on the kite, the desires of the children. While we were discussing what 

to write, two things came out, the dreams they had about the future and what they hoped 

for and what they wanted to leave behind, what to forget, what to be gone as part of the 

past. Therefore there were messages and discussions which were very strong because we all 

shared difficult stories with death, war, loss of family and friends, and also hopes for a better 

life, for education, for communication. It was such a nice moment when we wrote 

everything on the kite with a marker, that we all participated, the teachers and those who 

worked there, everybody wrote a message on the kite, in the end there was a mosaic with 

messages in many languages, in four or five languages, English, Greek, Arabic, Farsi and 

French that were expressing wishes for the difficult things we have lived to pass. We 

organized an excursion to a small forest near the camp in Moria to fly the kite. We flew the 

kite, we took photos and when we returned to the center it was the day that the children 

would leave, but the children did not know that, we knew that, so when we returned at half 

past two in the afternoon, they were given the document that said that they would leave the 

camp of Moria to go to the houses in the city where they would be hosted. So it was like a 

last party, a last farewell meeting and we all thought that the kite is symbolically like the 

children who started to travel. The children left but the kite is on the wall, like the symbol of 

that place because it had all the messages, I am saying all these to show you how a simple 

idea and a small project in such intense circumstances can be something really good and 

touching.  


